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Honour Moderations in Classics

Brief note about nature of change: Removal of Optional Paper

Effective date

For students starting from MT 2018
for first examination in 2019-20

Location of change

In Examination Regulations 2017 (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2017-18/hmodeinclas/)

Detail of change

1.434 F.

1.435 I. Historical Linguistics and Comparative Philology

1.436 VII. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM GREEK

1.437 VIII. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM LATIN

1.438 IX. GREEK LANGUAGE

1.439 X. LATIN LANGUAGE

1.440 XI. (OPTIONAL PAPER) VERSE COMPOSITION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION AND METRE
1.469 F.

1.471 VII. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM GREEK

1.472 VIII. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM LATIN

1.474 IX. GREEK LANGUAGE

1.475 X. LATIN LANGUAGE

1.477 XI. (OPTIONAL PAPER) VERSE COMPOSITION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION AND METRE.

1.504 F.

1.505 VII. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM GREEK

1.506 VIII. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM LATIN

1.508 IX. GREEK LANGUAGE

1.509 X. LATIN LANGUAGE

1.512 XI. (OPTIONAL PAPER) VERSE COMPOSITION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION AND METRE.

1.537 F.

1.538 VI. UNPREPARED TRANSLATION FROM LATIN

1.539 VII. LATIN LANGUAGE

1.540 VIII. (OPTIONAL PAPER) VERSE COMPOSITION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION OR ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION AND METRE.
Explanatory Notes

The Faculty has decided to abolish the Optional Paper in Mods with effect from the HT 2020 examination.